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Error explanation [GV03, GCKS06] is a formal approach to automate diagnosis of software programs with the aid of a Satisfiability (SAT)-based model checker. Firstly, the semantics of the
program is modeled as a Finite State Machine (FSM) and is encoded into an instance of the SAT
problem [CKL04]. Given a specification expressed in a formal logic which does not hold on the
FSM, error explanation utilizes the model checker to produce a pair of similar failing and successful execution traces and highlights the differences of the execution traces as a possible explanation
of the error. Thus, an explanation corresponds to a set of locations of the program source.
More precisely, in SAT-based model checking execution traces correspond to assignments of logic
variables in the SAT instance. The logic variables are used to capture the possible valuations of
the program variables. The domains of the logic variables depend on the logic in use. Similarity
of execution traces can then be expressed leveraging a distance metric which counts the number
of values for which the two execution traces are different. Suppose (A, B) is a pair of a failing
and a successful execution trace which correspond to the sequences a = (a1 , . . . , an ) and b =
P
(b1 , . . . , bn ) of logic variables, respectively. The distance metric is then defined as ni=1 (1 − δai bi )
where the Kronecker delta function δij evaluates to 1 only if i = j and to 0 otherwise.
Experiments on practical examples, however, revealed that using this distance metric often leads to
useless explanations which are characterized by the fact that they do not contain the location of the
real error. This may happen because error explanation produces a successful execution trace altering an input which avoids the erroneous part of the program source. As a consequence, the logic
variables encoding the program variables in the erroneous part of the source code become don’t
cares and a SAT-based model checker can assign them any value during SAT checking. In this case,
error explanation needs guidance by a human, who provides additional assumptions to explain an
error accurately. Groce et al. [GCKS06] called this phenomenon the implication-antecedent problem when they observed this issue during property checking. For particular properties of the form
(A → C), error explanation computed successful execution traces which do not satisfy the antecedent A of the implication rendering the explanation useless. In this simple case, the problem
can be solved by additionally assuming that A has to hold. In general, however, more complex
assumptions are needed to guide error explanation.
In this extended abstract, we outline a new distance metric for an improved error explanation in
order to reduce the impact of the implication-antecedent problem. Our goal is to further reduce the

manual effort needed to localize errors. Moreover, instead of property checking we focus on equivalence checking. In equivalence checking, the specification is given as a reference implementation
and thus the properties are not explicitly known.
The new distance metric considers whether program source has been executed: we introduce one
additional Boolean variable vx for each logic variable x which keeps track of whether the value of
the logic variable is a don’t care and add it to the SAT instance. Again, suppose a = (a1 , . . . , an )
and b = (b1 , . . . , bn ) are two sequences of logic variables corresponding to the execution traces A
P
and B. The new distance metric is defined as ni=1 (1 − δ̂ai bi ), where δ̂ij evaluates to 1 if i = j and
vi = 1 and vj = 1 hold and evaluates to 0 otherwise. Thus, two logic variables are only considered
equal if none of the two logic variables is a don’t care during SAT checking. As a drawback of the
approach, keeping track of the don’t care information is costly, because we have to add n additional
Boolean variables for a SAT instance with n logic variables.
We have implemented the improved error explanation procedure which uses the new distance metric into the FAuST framework [RF12a]. FAuST is a software model checking tool for ANSI-C
programs similar to CBMC [CKL04] which provides additional testing and debugging capabilities [RF12b]. The FAuST framework is built on top of metaSMT [HFF+ 11], a generic interface
to multiple SAT and SAT Modulo Theories (SMT) solvers. We have extended metaSMT to provide a new generic meta-solver which automatically synthesizes a Boolean variable for each logic
variable and conservatively computes whether the value of a variable can be guaranteed to be concrete. In particular, when the Boolean variable is 1 the logic variable is concrete. However, when
the Boolean variable is 0 the logic variable may be concrete or don’t care.
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